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Digitising European Industry:
a core pillar in a European industrial Strategy 

Industrial Strategy for Europe:



Digitising European Industry (DEI): 
The EU is delivering with H2020 PPPs as key instruments

DEI in full swing, 
delivering results

"The new Industrial Policy Strategy 
we are presenting today will help 
our industries stay or become the 
world leader in innovation, 
digitisation and decarbonisation" 
(J.C.Juncker, Sept 2017)

H2020 is the key 
implementation 
instrument for 
the DEI policy

Cybersec
Data Value
Robotics 
Photonics
HPC  5G

FoF

The cPPPs and 
JUs are at the 
core of the LEIT 
Programme of 
Horizon 2020
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Digital Industrial Platforms
Smartphone analogy



x A place or opportunity for public discussion
e.g. European Platform of National Initiatives; Plattform Industrie 4.0

An operating system that integrates different technologies and various applications and services

x Online platforms 
in the consumer world 

e.g. Facebook, Nest, Android

 Industrial platforms
in the business world

Digital Industrial Platforms
What do we mean?



PPPs and digital industrial platforms

Leadership through partnerships and digital industrial platforms



European actors in the driving seat for 
digital industrial platforms

Focus area on DEI: Platform and piloting actions
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Horizon 2020 (300M€ for 2018-20): 
• Next generation platform building and piloting 

through large scale federating projects
• Common EU-wide strategies pooling resources



Positioning of the four main Drivers of Industrial IoT
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ECSEL Strategic Research Agenda
Focus Areas:

Partnerships and Platforms – in 
Digitising European Industry:

ECSEL's structure reflecting the "Partnerships and Platforms" pillar 
of the Digitising European Industry Strategy 



• Europe became the leader in time-/safety-critical embedded and cyber-
physical systems

• ARTEMIS AIPPs have played a key role:
• taking a systemic approach 
• integrating technologies and actors across value chains 
• exploiting synergies across different sectors
• Building sustainable digital industrial platforms

• Tripartite funding model made pooling of relevant resources possible

ECSEL Lighthouse Initiatives: Building on the success 
of the ARTEMIS Innovation Pilot Projects

Integrated tool chains for Embedded Systems
cross-domain reusability (Aerospace, Automotive, Health and Rail) 
From Interoperability Specification to standardisation

Establish Multi-Core technology in all relevant 
Embedded Systems domains



• Addressing digitisation of key applications crucial for Europe's 
competitiveness

• Taking a "digital components and systems" perspective -
complementing pure application driven approaches

• Building Ecosystems taking a systemic cross-value chain 
approach  

• Investing/pooling resources at appropriate scale (50-100M€) 
synchronising EU and MSs interests

• Good model for FP9 for ambitious European strategies 
reinforcing competitiveness of European Industry

ECSEL Lighthouse Initiatives – Key to maximise Impact of ECSEL

INDUSTRY 4.E , MOBILITY.E , …
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ACPS 2030 vision
The broad picture

ACPS

Robotics

Microelectronics /
EuroHPC

Cybersecurity

Artificial Intelligence

Software

Real time

Data centre

Software quality

Policy

High TRL

Low TRL
Industrial

Consumer, 
legacy

System 
approach

Industrial
applications



Smart ACPS 2030 vision
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Cyber‐Physical Systems +
embodied Artificial Intelligence =
Autonomous Cyber‐Physical Systems

Strong market position of EU companies in complex electronic systems interacting 
with the physical world (cyber‐physical systems ‐ CPS) and large systems of systems 
(SOS)

High value addedmarkets: industrial automation, medical, railway systems, ships, 
ports and airports, road and air vehicles, manufacturing and logistics systems
Total global value: 472B€ in 2015, of which 30% in EU 1

Includes sectors where EU autonomy is strategic for peace and security.

CPS are evolving towards more and more autonomy: from Cyber‐Physical to 
AUTONOMOUS Cyber‐Physical Systems1 Digitising Europe's economy, ARTEMIS ITEA CO-summit, Khalil Rouhana, 2015, https://itea3.org/publication/download/co-summit-2015-welcome-speech-khalil-rouhana.pdf



ACPS 2030 vision
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The trends Evolution of architectures:
CPU, GPU, FPGA, DFP, TPU, QPU…

The end of the general‐purpose computer?

Cyber‐security rules:
a major concern in any application area

Artificial intelligence mainstreamed:
CPS becomes ACPS

Impact
on policy



ACPS 2030 vision
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The goal: autonomous
cyber-physical systems that people can trust

Pillar 1: trust and acceptance

Make people trust complex autonomous 
systems: reduce (10x) number of bugs, increase 
usability and human‐like behaviour,  harden 
against cyber‐attacks, provide the technical 
foundations for explainable AI technologies 
which can be trusted by humans.

Pillar 2: productivity

Increase productivity of EU companies by supporting tools for 
software development, addressing the reference markets: CPS, 
autonomous systems, robotics, artificial intelligence, and 
delegating complexity management to AI‐enabled tools. 
Support spreading of digital skills (policy).

Pillar 3: energy

Deliver orders of magnitude improvement in computing energy efficiency, enabling on one side exascale high‐
performance computing and on the other side "no‐battery" applications in the Internet of Things domain. 
Explore unconventional computing.

Security problems are 
primarily "just bugs"

(Linus Torvalds)

"Robots steal our jobs!"

AI , not programmers, 
should write softwareEnergy consumption of 

IT is not sustainable



Reflections on the future of (embedded) computing

• Cloud HPC vs edge/mobile computing: RT requires local HPC
• End of general purpose computing and von Neumann architectures
• Technologies like 3D stacking allow Moore's law to continue
• AI is the emerging driver for computing: from GPUs to TPUs to …
• Neuromorphic computing mimicking the human brain
• Quantum computing to get from exponential to linear complexity
• Reduction of energy consumption crucial: current models not scalable

• Breakthroughs in Computing allow new actors to emerge
• Europe has to be part of the game (keep its digital sovereignty) as 

smart autonomous CPS in real time applications are at the core of our 
key industrial competences: automotive, aerospace, energy, health, … 
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Physically-entangled systemsPhysically-entangled systems

Computing & Cyber‐Physical Systems in H2020 calls 

ICT-01-2019: 
Computing technologies and 
engineering methods for cyber-
physical systems of systems 

ICT-07-2018: Electronic 
Smart Systems (ESS) 

ICT-16-2018: 
Software Technologies 

ICT-26-2018-2020: 
Artificial Intelligence

ICT-27-2018-2020: 
Internet of Things

ICT-09-2019-2020: 
Robotics in Application 
Areas 

HPC Calls
in LEIT 
and RI

…. and others … (including FoF – Factories of the Future)

Call deadline: 28/03/2019
Budget: 38M€ (RIA) + 2M€(CSA)
Call deadline: 28/03/2019
Budget: 38M€ (RIA) + 2M€(CSA)

European Commission

Member States

Industry

Yearly workplans – yearly calls
Budget: total +- 150M€/yr
Yearly workplans – yearly calls
Budget: total +- 150M€/yr

Other relevant opportunities:

DEI Focus Area 2018, 2019, 2020:
Platform and Piloting actions

Call deadlines in 2018, 2019, 2020
Budget: Up to 300M€



The rationale : Better integration of the FULL ECS Value-chain
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Designing and manufacturing
semiconductor chips, sensors and actuators, and integrating software and 

specialised interfaces that bring products to life.

Nano-electronics, smart systems integration, embedded intelligence and 
cyber-physical systems 

Play dominant role in creating 
innovative, smart, connected yet safe and secure products, 

powered by sustainable and efficient energy sources.
Essential building blocks for the

Internet of Things and Systems of Systems 

Smart products enable many applications
to improve mobility, health, wellbeing and quality of life well supports the 

creation of a 
smart competitive industry for increasingly digital economy.

The ECS Value Chain stands for everything “smart”
and impacts all aspects of life and all industrial sectors

ECS SRA 

The Electronics Components and Systems Strategic Research Agenda
by the three Industrial Associations of the ECSEL Joint Undertaking



ECS SRA Strategy
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Top down guidance focus on 5 key applications areas & 5 essential capabilities. 
• Selected market sectors represent altogether over 50% of Europe’s GDP. 
• Synergetic cross-domain essential capabilities



Strategy implementation:Thread One
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ECS SRA Strategy Implementation

Think big and act fast: speed is of essence to achieve economy of scale, innovate and act efficiently on the global 
market

Develop technologies up to high TRL: (e.g. Pilot Lines) for innovation market up-take

Build on European existing technological strengths: for both sovereignty and market strong positions in areas such 
as low power consumption, high performance computing, high power, sensors, smart systems integration, safety and security

Achieve excellence on priority areas taking into account the European societal needs, quality of life, safety and 
security, ethics, and sustainability

Address next generation digital technologies and potential breakthroughs to build a strong EU based ECS, positioning 
Europe on the forefront in the digital Economy
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ECS SRA Strategy Implementation

Strategy implementation Thread Two

Foster proposals where there is real value creation

Platform approach adoption as an “innovation accelerator” for a faster “go-to-market”.

Encourage projects addressing the whole value chain & leveraging vertical integration

Build better and more efficient European technological solutions for greater combined strength in the context of global 
competition

Pool research efforts on priorities that remove barriers between application sectors
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TOWARDS FP9: where from? 

Findings from the H2020 INTERIM EVALUATIONFindings from the H2020 INTERIM EVALUATION

Lamy High Level Group Report 'LAB – FAB – APP: Investing in the 
European future we want' with 11 recommendations and accompanying 
actions 

Lamy High Level Group Report 'LAB – FAB – APP: Investing in the 
European future we want' with 11 recommendations and accompanying 
actions 

Report on the Economic Rationale for Public R&I Funding and its ImpactReport on the Economic Rationale for Public R&I Funding and its Impact

Strategic foresight study Strategic foresight study 



TOWARDS FP9: 
LEARNING FROM THE PAST,CONSIDERING THE FUTURE & BENEFITING 
FROM CO-DESIGN

Research and innovation

IMPACT 
ASSESMENT

H2020 INTERIM 
EVALUATION

FORESIGHT

ECONOMIC CASE OF 
R&I

PROPOSAL FOR 
THE SUCCESSOR 

FRAMEWORK 
PROGRAMME

EU budget under intense scrutiny: 
return on investment, impact on the 
ground, output-based funding, flexibility 
…

Challenging political climate: EU 
added value; UK; EP elections

Strong steer from Juncker priorities
and objectives of Commissioner 
Moedas (3 Os, EIC); simplification…

HIGH LEVEL GROUP 
CHAIRED BY 

PASCAL LAMY

STAKEHOLDER 
CONSULTATION

POLITICAL DRIVERS:

PROGRAMME DRIVERS:

STAKEHOLDER 
CONSULTATION



Reflections and DEI Working Group 
on Future Partnerships

Objectives

Derive Recommendations on how to better 
achieve European strategic goals through future 

partnerships - beyond Horizon 2020

• Support strategic programming at EU-level
• Collaboration across different partnerships
• Inspire national strategies to align between 

themselves and with the EU via partnerships
• Become a vehicle for co-investment
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Building on Relevant Recommendations

DEI Communication, April 2016
• Reinforce the role of PPPs as coordinators of EU-wide 

R&I effort, national initiatives and industrial strategies 
by focusing on key technologies and their integration 
including through large scale federating projects;

LAB – FAB – APP, Investing in the European future we 
want (Lamy report), July 2017

• Rec #9: Better align EU and national R&I investment



Building on Relevant Recommendations

Mid-term review of the contractual Public Private 
Partnerships (cPPPs) under Horizon 2020, Sept 2017

• Recommendation #5: In order to enhance the impact of 
the cPPPs on national and regional policies as a way to 
increase their EU value-added, Member States should 
be represented in the cPPPs. The Commission should 
explore jointly with Member States suitable 
mechanisms.

Horizon 2020 interim evaluation: maximising the impact of 
EU research and innovation (COM(2018) 2), Jan 2018

• The Commission also intends to explore […] ways of 
rationalising partnerships […], improve their openness 
and transparency, and link them with future EU R&I 
missions and strategic priorities.



TOWARDS FP9
INDICATIVE TIMELINE

Research and innovation

2017

Jan Public stakeholder consultation for the interim evaluation (with some forward looking questions) closed on 15/01

May Publication of the Staff Working Document on the Interim Evaluation (evaluation results based on legal base requirements & 5 mandatory evaluation 
criteria)

June  Assessment of Horizon 2020 implementation in view of its interim evaluation and the Framework Programme 9 proposal by the European Parliament 
(EP);

 ERAC Opinion on the interim evaluation of H2020 and in view of the preparations of the next FP

July  Publication of High Level Group report and stakeholder conference on Horizon 2020 Interim Evaluation (3 July)
 Informal Competitiveness Council, Tallinn

Q4 • H2020 Work Programme 2018-2020 integrating main findings from the Interim Evaluation

2018

Jan+ • Launch of the Public Stakeholder Consultation (cluster of programmes)
• Adoption of the Commission Communication on the results of the interim evaluation of H2020 and the recommendations of the Lamy High Level Group 

(11/1)

May • Comprehensive proposal for the future Multiannual Financial Framework beyond 2020 

(June/July) Proposals for the next generation of programmes and new own resources, including the next R&I Framework Programme & accompanying Impact 
Assessment

2019

• European Parliament elections, appointment of the new Commission
• EP and Council negotiations and eventual adoption of the FP9 proposal
• First WP development for the FP9

2021

Launch of the 9th Framework Programme 



Respond!

• On 10 January 2018, the European Commission launched a series of public consultations 
clustered by key policy areas, in preparation for the EU's next long-term budget post-2020 
(MFF). Citizens, organisations and businesses can give their views online until 8 March 
2018. 

• The consultation on EU funds in the area of investment, research & innovation, SMEs and 
single market can be found here: https://ec.europa.eu/info/consultations/public-
consultation-eu-funds-area-investment-research-innovation-smes-and-single-market_en. 



Examples to build on 
from Horizon 2020

• Leadership through partnerships and digital industrial platforms

• Focus area on DEI: Platform and piloting actions

• ECSEL Joint Undertaking

• Planned HPC Joint Undertaking

• ERANET+

• …
34



Examples to build on 
from Horizon 2020

ECSEL Joint Undertaking

• Tripartite funding model for pooling of resources
• 1€ EU, 1€ MSs, 2€ Industry

• Successes (ECSEL, Artemis, ENIAC):
• Reverse the decline in

production of digital
components in Europe 

• Europe became the 
leader in safety-critical
embedded and cyber
physical systems

• Root of the planned IPCEI
• Success story for the 

KET strategy



EuroHPC Joint Undertaking

• A legal structure that will allow the Commission to join forces with the Member States to 
acquire, build and deploy in Europe world-class exascale supercomputers based on EU 
technologies.

• Its goal:

 Acquiring a world-class pre-exascale supercomputing infrastructure matching their 
demanding application requirements;

 Developing exascale supercomputers based on competitive EU technology and that would 
be ranking among the first three places in the world.

• Membership: Commission + Participating States + Private Members

• The JU operates until 2026 

with ~1 B€ budget (50% Union;

50% participating countries)



Final reflections

• EU Partnerships

• KETS and Missions 

• IPCEIs

• Innovation Infrastructures
• Networks of Digital Innovation Hubs
• Piloting and testing

• Skills
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Thank you!

@DigitiseEU #DigitiseEU
@DSMeu

Follow the latest progress and get involved

Brochure: Digitising European Industry – Progress so far, 18 
months after its launch:
https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/system/files/ged/15_11_2017_di
gitising_european_industry_brochure_ec_final_web3.pdf

max.lemke@ec.europa.eu

Contacts

bit.ly/DigitiseEUpillars
bit.ly/futuriumdei


